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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a general cross-layer opti-
mization framework for delay-sensitive applications over single
wireless links in which we explicitly consider both the hetero-
geneous and dynamically changing characteristics (e.g., delay
deadlines, dependencies, distortion impacts, etc.) of delay-sen-
sitive applications and the underlying time-varying channel
conditions. We first formulate this problem as a nonlinear con-
strained optimization by assuming complete knowledge of the
application characteristics and the underlying channel conditions.
This constrained cross-layer optimization is then decomposed
into several subproblems, each corresponding to the cross-layer
optimization for one DU. The proposed decomposition method
explicitly considers how the cross-layer strategies selected for one
DU will impact its neighboring DUs as well as the DUs that depend
on it through the resource price (associated with the resource
constraint) and neighboring impact factors (associated with the
scheduling constraints). However, the attributes (e.g., distortion
impact, delay deadline, etc.) of future DUs as well as the channel
conditions are often unknown in the considered real-time applica-
tions. In this case, the cross-layer optimization is formulated as a
constrained Markov decision process (MDP) in which the impact
of current cross-layer actions on the future DUs can be character-
ized by a state-value function. We then develop a low-complexity
cross-layer optimization algorithm using online learning for each
DU transmission. This online optimization utilizes information
only about the previous transmitted DUs and past experienced
channel conditions, which can be easily implemented in real-time
in order to cope with unknown source characteristics, channel
dynamics and resource constraints. Our numerical results demon-
strate the efficiency of the proposed online algorithm.

Index Terms—Cross-layer optimization, delay-sensitive appli-
cations, online learning, online optimization, wireless multimedia
transmission.

I. INTRODUCTION

O NE of the key challenges associated with the robust and
efficient transmission of delay-sensitive data (e.g., video

conferencing and real-time video streaming) over wireless net-
works is the dynamic characteristics of both the wireless net-
works and delay-sensitive applications experienced by a wire-
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less user (i.e., a pair of transmitter and receiver) [1]. To over-
come this challenge, the wireless user needs to jointly opti-
mize the various protocol parameters and algorithms available
at each layer of the OSI stack in order to maximize its appli-
cation’s utility (e.g., video quality). This joint optimization of
the transmission strategies at the various layers is referred to
as cross-layer optimization [1], [2]. In this paper, we focus on
the single-user cross-layer optimization for delay-sensitive data
transmission over a single-hop wireless network (i.e., a single
wireless link).

A. Related Research

Cross-layer optimization has been extensively investigated
in recent years in order to maximize the application’s utility
given the underlying time-varying and error-prone channel
characteristics. The majority of cross-layer optimization so-
lutions [3]–[15] for single-link communications model the
time-varying network conditions (e.g., channel conditions
at the physical layer, allocated time/frequency bands at the
MAC layer, etc.) and/or application characteristics (e.g., packet
arrivals, delay deadlines, distortion impact, etc.) as (controlled)
stochastic processes and aim to sequentially determine the
cross-layer actions over time to control this stochastic process
such that the long-term utility is maximized. The most im-
portant advantage of such sequential approaches is that they
allow the wireless user to consider the experienced source and
network dynamics (which are affected by both the uncertainty
in the environment and the actions chosen by the wireless user)
and, based on the user’ knowledge about these dynamics up
to that moment, select its cross-layer transmission strategies to
maximize their utility over time.

Current cross-layer solutions often involve only the layers
below the application layer, which collectively aim to maximize
QoS metrics such as throughput, packet loss rate, average or
worst case delay etc., but without considering the specific char-
acteristics and requirements of the applications. For example, in
[3] and [5], the cross-layer optimization is performed in order
to minimize the incurred average delay for applications under
energy (or average power) constraints. In [4], the cross-layer
optimization is performed with the aim of increasing the spec-
trum efficiency under the average delay and packet loss rate con-
straints. In both cases, the application packets are assumed to be
homogeneous (i.e., having the same distortion impact and same
delay deadlines). The hard delay deadlines of the packets (i.e.,
the time after which packets expire and thus becomes useless
if received) are then considered in [6]–[11], where the optimal
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packet scheduling algorithm is developed for the transmission
of a group of equal-importance packets, which minimizes the
consumed energy while satisfying their delay deadlines. How-
ever, the above papers disregard key properties of delay-sensi-
tive applications: the interdependencies among packets and their
different distortion impacts.

To take into consideration the heterogeneous characteristics
of the delay-sensitive data, the packet scheduling is often per-
formed in order to maximize the application utility at the ap-
plication (APP) layer. In [14], the video packets with various
characteristics are scheduled considering a common delay dead-
line and an optimal solution (including optimal packet ordering
and retransmission) is developed assuming that the underlying
wireless channel is static. In [12], the delay-constrained data
are scheduled over a constant wireless channel in order to min-
imize the remaining distortion of the applications (accordingly,
maximizing the application utility). In [13], the optimal packet
scheduling (corresponding to the rate allocation there) is devel-
oped for the embedded data transmission over noisy channels
with constant packet loss rates. In [15], a directed acyclic graph
(DAG) model is used to capture the media packet dependen-
cies and, based on this, an optimal packet scheduling method
is developed using dynamic programming [17]. However, the
proposed solutions disregard the dynamics and error protection
capabilities at the lower layers (e.g., MAC and physical layers).

Summarizing, a general cross-layer optimization framework
which simultaneously considers both the heterogeneous and dy-
namically changing characteristics of delay-sensitive applica-
tions and the underlying time-varying network conditions is still
missing. In this paper, we aim to develop a solution that ad-
dresses both of these challenges for the delay-sensitive applica-
tions such as multimedia transmission. In the developed cross-
layer optimization framework, packet scheduling and transmis-
sion strategy adaptation will be jointly optimized in order to
maximize the application utility. The packet scheduling is often
performed in the APP layer to consider the heterogeneous char-
acteristics of the delay-sensitive data. The transmission strategy
is referred to the transmission parameter adaptation in the other
layers beside the APP layer in order to adapt to the time-varying
channel conditions. The transmission strategy can include, e.g.,
the average retransmission at the MAC layer [14], power allo-
cation in the physical (PHY) layer.

B. Contribution of This Paper

Delay-sensitive multimedia data (e.g., video) is often en-
coded using prediction-based coding schemes which may
introduce sophisticated dependencies among the data [25],
[26] and then packetized into multiple data units (DU) for
transmission. Each DU can be further divided into one or
multiple packets when it is scheduled for transmission. We
assume that the cross-layer decisions are performed for each
DU. We consider both independently decodable DUs (i.e., they
can be decoded independently without requiring the knowledge
of other DUs) as well as interdependent DUs (i.e., in order to
be decoded, each DU requires those DUs it depends on to be
decoded beforehand and these dependencies are expressed as a

DAG). We first formulate a nonlinear constrained optimization
problem by assuming complete knowledge of the attributes1

(including the time ready for transmission, delay deadlines,
DU size and distortion impact, and DAG-based dependencies)
of the application DUs and the underlying channel conditions.
The formulations in [8]–[10], [14] are special cases of the
framework proposed in this paper.

Interestingly, the formulated nonlinear constrained
cross-layer optimization can be decomposed into several
subproblems and two master problems. One master problem
corresponds to the Lagrange multiplier (i.e., price of the
resource) update associated with the considered resource con-
straint imposed at the lower layer (e.g., energy constraint);
and the other master problem corresponds to the update of
the Lagrange multipliers [called neighboring impact factors
(NIFs)] associated with the DU scheduling constraints between
neighboring DUs.2 Each subproblem represents the cross-layer
optimization for one DU given the resource price and NIFs of
its neighboring DUs. As we will show in this paper, the pro-
posed decomposition illustrates how the cross-layer strategies
for one DU impact its neighboring DUs and the DUs it connects
with in the DAG, and finally, induces the online cross-layer
optimization which is described next.

In delay-sensitive real-time applications, the wireless user
is often not allowed or cannot know the attributes of future
DUs and corresponding channel conditions. In other words, it
only knows the attributes of previous DUs, and past experienced
network conditions and transmission results. The message ex-
change mechanism developed based on the decomposition of
the nonlinear optimization is infeasible since it requires exact
information about future DUs. However, when the distribution
of the attributes and channel conditions of DUs fulfil the Markov
property [23], the cross-layer optimization can be reformulated
as a constrained MDP [30]. Then, the impact of the cross-layer
action of the current DU on the future unknown DUs are char-
acterized by a state-value function which quantifies the impact
of the current DU’s cross-layer action on the future DUs’ distor-
tion. Using the obtained decomposition principles developed for
the cross-layer optimization with complete knowledge, we de-
velop a low-complexity algorithm which only utilizes the avail-
able (causal) information to solve the online cross-layer opti-
mization for each DU, update the resource price and learn the
state-value function.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
formulates the cross-layer optimization problem for the
independently decodable DUs as a nonlinear constrained op-
timization assuming the knowledge of the characteristics of
the supported application and underlying channel conditions,
and decomposes the optimization problem and presents the
necessary message exchanges between layers and between
neighboring DUs. Section III further formulates the cross-layer
optimization for interdependent DUs as a nonlinear constrained

1This is the case, for instance, when the delay-sensitive data was preencoded
and hinting files were created before transmission time [24]. However, in the
real-time encoding case, these attributes are known just in time when the packets
are deposited in the streaming buffer, which will be considered in Section IV.

2These are consecutive packets generated by the source codec in the encoding/
decoding order.
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optimization and presents the decomposed cross-layer op-
timization algorithm based on the decomposition principles
developed in Section II-B. Section IV presents an online
cross-layer optimization for each DU transmission. Section V
shows some numerical results, followed by the conclusions in
Section VI.

II. CROSS-LAYER OPTIMIZATION FOR INDEPENDENTLY

DECODABLE DUS

In this paper, we consider the problem that a wireless user
streams delay-sensitive data over a time-varying single wireless
link. In this section, we consider that the DUs are independently
decodable and will discuss the cross-layer optimization for the
interdependent DUs in Section III.

A. Formulation

Specifically, the wireless user has DUs with indi-
vidual delay constraints and different distortion impacts. Each
DU has the following attributes:

• Size: The size of DU is denoted as (measured in
bits).

• Distortion impact: DU has a distortion impact , which
is the amount by which the distortion will be reduced if the
DU is decoded at the destination.

• Arrival time: The arrival time is the time at which the DU is
ready for transmission. The arrival time for DU is denoted
by . If the delay-sensitive data is preencoded, then each
DU is available for transmission at . If the delay-
sensitive data is encoded in real time, the arrival time is
the time when the DU is packetized and injected into the
postencoding buffer.

• Delay deadline: The delay deadline is the time by which
the data unit must be decoded. If the DU is not received at
the destination by the delay deadline, it will be discarded
and it will be considered useless.3 The delay deadline is
denoted by and , since the DU needs to be trans-
mitted before its expiration.

Hence, DU is associated with an attribute tuple
. In this section and the subsequent section,

we assume that the attributes are known a priori for all DUs. In
Section IV, we will discuss the case in which the attributes of all
the future DUs are unknown to the wireless user, as is the case
in real-time encoding and transmission scenarios. In this paper,
we consider that the DUs are transmitted in the First In First
Out (FIFO) fashion (i.e., the same as the encoding/decoding
order).

During the transmission, DU is delivered over the duration
from time to time , where represents the
starting transmission time (STX) and represents the ending
transmission time (ETX). The choice of and represents
the scheduling action of DU , which is determined in the ap-
plication layer. The scheduling action is to determine the STX

3In real multimedia applications, the discard data can be concealed using pre-
vious received data. The error concealment algorithm can be easily incorporated
into our proposed cross-layer optimization framework. In this paper, we do not
consider such concealment algorithms at the decoder side.

and the ETX , and is denoted by satisfying the
condition of . When the DU is scheduled
for transmission during , the wireless user experiences
the average channel condition [channel gain or signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR)] . For simplicity, we assume that the av-
erage channel condition is independent of the scheduled time

, which can be the case when the wireless channel is
slowly fading. The wireless user can then deploy the transmis-
sion action based on the experienced channel condition.
The set represents the possible transmission actions that the
wireless user can choose and is assumed to be convex. One ex-
ample is provided below. The consumed energy incurred by the
transmission is denoted by . The distortion reduc-
tion due to the transmission is given by ,
where can be the probability that DU is lost
as in [15] or the distortion decaying function4 due to partial
data of DU being received as in [18]. We can also interpret

5 as the remaining distortion
after the transmission. It is worth to note that and

may also depend on the size of DU and the un-
derlying channel condition . Since both and are constant
during the transmission of DU , we omit them in the arguments
of and .

1) Example: The transmission action6 is the amount of
bits that can be successfully transmitted and .

is the distortion decaying function and is com-
puted in [18] as where . By
transmitting bits of data in DU , the incurred transmission
energy is given as in [8]

where denotes the thermal noise, is the bandwidth of the
wireless link, and represents the channel gain.

In addition, we assume that the functions and
depend on , only through the difference

and satisfy the following conditions:
C1 (Monotonicity): is a nonincreasing func-
tion of the difference and the transmission
action .
C2 (Convexity): and are
convex functions with respect to the joint variables

and .
Condition C1 means that the expected distortion will be re-

duced by increasing the difference , since this results in a
longer transmission time which increases the chance DU will
be successfully transmitted. In condition C2, the convexities of

and are assumed to simplify the analysis. It is easy to show

4The distortion decaying function represents the fraction of the distortion re-
mained after the (partial) data are successfully transmitted. For example, when
the source is encoded in a scalable way, the distortion function is given by
� � �� when � bits has been received [18]. In this case, the distortion
decaying function is given as � �� � � � 	 � � � � � and 
 � � .

5We consider here that the distortion of the independently decodable DUs is
not affected by other DUs, as in [20].

6This transmission action can be easily converted into the power allocation in
the PHY in this example.
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that and 7 in the aforementioned ex-
ample satisfy conditions C1 and C2.

Based on the description above, the cross-layer optimization
for the delay-sensitive application over the time-varying wire-
less link is to find the optimal scheduling action (i.e., deter-
mining the STX and ETX for each DU) at the application
layer and, under the scheduled time, the optimal transmission
action at the lower layer. The goal of the cross-layer optimiza-
tion is to minimize the expected average remaining distortion
experienced by the delay-sensitive application which is equiva-
lent to maximizing the expected distortion reduction. This cross-
layer optimization is also constrained on the total transmission
energy at the PHY layer. Then, the cross-layer optimization
problem with complete knowledge (referred to as CK-CLO) can
be formulated as shown in the top equation at the bottom of the
page, where the individual constraints , , ,

are imposed for each DU which is independent of other
DUs; the constraint indicates that DU has to
be transmitted after DU is transmitted (i.e., FIFO), and the last
constraint in the CK-CLO problem indicates that the average
consumed energy should not be larger than the budget . It is
easy to show that CK-CLO is a convex optimization problem
because and are the convex func-
tions and the constraints in CK-CLO are also convex.

B. Decomposition for Cross-Layer Optimization

In this section, we discuss how the cross-layer optimization
in the CK-CLO problem can be decomposed using duality
theory [16]. This decomposition is important for developing
optimal cross-layer solutions since it clearly shows how the
packet scheduling action at the APP layer and transmission ac-
tion at the lower layer can be jointly adapted for each DU. This
decomposition further provides the necessary foundation to
develop the online cross-layer optimization which is discussed
in Section IV.

1) Lagrange Dual Problem: We first relax the constraints in
the CK-CLO problem by introducing the Lagrange multiplier

7The convexity of � �� � � � � � can be proved by showing that the Hessian
matrix of � �� � � � � � is semi-definite.

associated with the energy constraint and Lagrange mul-
tiplier vector , whose elements are
associated with the constraint , . The corresponding
Lagrange function is given as

(1)

where , , and
.

Then, the Lagrange dual function is given by (2) at the bottom
of the page. The dual function shown in (2) corresponds to the
cross-layer optimization under the individual constraints, given
the Lagrange multipliers and . The dual problem (referred to
as CK-DCLO) is then given by

where denotes the component-wise inequality. The
dual problem aims to find the optimal Lagrange multipliers
under which we can solve the optimization in the Lagrange
function shown in (2). It can be shown [16] that, when the
cross-layer optimization problem shown in CK-CLO is convex
optimization, the optimal cross-layer action obtained from the
Lagrange dual function with the optimal Lagrange multipliers
is also the optimal solution to CK-CLO. In other words, the
dual gap between CK-CLO and CK-DCLO is zero, which is
shown in Section V-B. The optimal Lagrange multipliers can
be obtained using the subgradient method as shown next.

The subgradients of the dual function at are given [16]
by

(2)
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Algorithm 1: Algorithm for solving the CK-CLO problem.

with respect to the variable and with

respect to the variable , where , , is the optimal
cross-layer solution in the dual function in (2) corresponding
to the Lagrange multipliers , . The CK-DCLO problem can
then be iteratively solved using the subgradients to update the
Lagrange multipliers as follows.

Price Updating: See (3) at the bottom of the page and
NIF Updating:

(4)

where and and are the update step
size and satisfy the following conditions: ,

and ,
8 The proof of convergence is given in [16].

From the subgradient method, we note that the Lagrange mul-
tiplier is updated based on the consumed energy and available
budget, which is interpreted as the “price” of the resource and
it is determined at the lower layer, while the Lagrange multi-
plier vector is updated based on the scheduling time of the
neighboring DUs, which is interpreted as the neighboring im-
pact factors and is determined at the APP layer.

2) Decomposition for Lagrange Dual Function: Given the
Lagrange multipliers and , the dual function shown in (2) is
separable and can be decomposed into DUCLO problems:

DUCLO problem :

(5)

where and . Given the Lagrange multipliers
and , each DUCLO problem is independently optimized.

From (5), we note that all the DUCLO problems share the same

8These conditions are required to enforce the convergence of the subgradient
method. The choice of � and � trades off the speed of convergence and per-
formance obtained. One example is � � � � ���.

Lagrange multiplier , since the budget constraint at the lower
layer is imposed on all the DUs. We also note that DUCLO
problem shares the same Lagrange multiplier with
DUCLO problem and with DUCLO problem .
Compared to the traditional myopic algorithm in which each
DU is transmitted greedily without considering its impact on
neighboring DUs as in [14], the DUCLO problems presented
here automatically take into account the impact of the sched-
uling for the current DU on its neighbors. The impact between
the independently decodable DUs takes place only through the
Lagrange multipliers and .

Since and are the convex func-
tion of and , the DUCLO in (5) can be solved
using the well-developed convex optimization methods [29]. It
is easy to show that if , then which means that
DU is transmitted before DU is available for transmission.
If , then which means that DU is available
for transmission before DU ’s transmission is stopped and
immediately starts the transmission after DU ’s transmis-
sion is stopped. Hence, . This observation
will be used to develop the online optimization in Section IV.

In summary, the algorithm for solving the CK-CLO problem
is illustrated in Algorithm 1.

III. CROSS-LAYER OPTIMIZATION FOR INTERDEPENDENT DUS

In this section, we consider the cross-layer optimization
for interdependent DUs. Besides the attributes of each DU
discussed in Section II-A, the interdependencies between DUs
can be expressed using a DAG. One example for video frames
is given in Fig. 1. (More examples can be found in [15].) Each
node of the graph represents one DU and each edge of the graph
directed from DU to DU represents the dependence of DU

on DU . This dependency means that the distortion impact
of DU depends on the amount of successfully received data
in DU . We can further define the partial relationship between
two DUs which may not be directly connected, for which we
write if DU is an ancestor of DU or equivalently DU

(3)
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Fig. 1. DAG example with IBPBP video compressed frames.

is a descendant of DU in the DAG. We further assume that
if , then , which means that DU is encoded and
available for transmission earlier than DU . This assumption
is reasonable since most of the current prediction-based coding
schemes [25], [26] for the delay-sensitive applications actually
satisfy this assumption. The relationship means that the
distortion (or error) is propagated from DU to DU . Then,
the average remaining distortion of DU can be computed as

(6)

where represents all the cross-layer actions of
the DUs that DU depends on, and
is interpreted as the error propagation factor representing the
impact of the cross-layer actions of all the DUs that DU depend
on, similar to the case in [15].

The primary problem of the cross-layer optimization for the
interdependent DUs is the same as in the CK-CLO problem by
replacing with
in (6). The difference from the CK-CLO problem is that

depends on the cross-layer
actions of its ancestors and
may not be a convex function of all the cross-layer ac-
tions , although is a
convex function of . However, we note that, given

(i.e., is con-
stant), is a convex function of

. We will use this property to develop a dual solution
for the original nonconvex problem and we will quantify the
duality gap in the simulation section.

The derivative of the dual problem is the same as the
one in Section II-B. By replacing with

in (6), the Lagrange dual
function shown in (2) becomes (7), shown at the bottom of the
page.

Due to the interdependency, this dual function cannot be
simply decomposed into the independent DUCLO prob-
lems as shown in (5). However, the dual function can be
computed DU by DU assuming the cross-layer actions of
other DUs is given, as shown in [15]. Specifically, given the
Lagrange multipliers , , the objective function in (7) is
denoted as . When
the cross-layer actions of all DUs except DU are fixed, the
DUCLO for DU is given by (8) at the bottom of the page
where [see (9) at the bottom of the next page], and rep-

resents the remaining part in (7), which does not depend on
the cross-layer action . Note that, since we fix the
cross-layer actions of all other DUs, we write as a function
of only . It is easy to show that the optimization over
the cross-layer action of DU in (8) is a convex optimization,
which can be solved using the well-developed convex opti-
mization methods [29].

As discussed in [15], can be interpreted as the
sensitivity to (or impact of) the imperfect transmission of DU ,
i.e., the amount by which the expected distortion will increase if
the data of DU is fully received, given the cross-layer actions of
other DUs. It is clear that the DUCLO for DU is solved only by
fixing the cross-layer actions of other DUs, unlike the solutions
for the independently decodable DUs which do not require the
knowledge of other DUs.

A local optimal cross-layer action to the optimiza-
tion in (7) can be obtained using the block coordinate

(7)

(8)
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Algorithm 2: Algorithm for deriving the feasible primary cross-layer solution form the dual solution.

descent method [16], as described next. Given the
current optimizer
at iteration , the optimizer at iteration ,

is gen-
erated according to the iteration

(10)

At each iteration, the objective function is decreased com-
pared to that of the previous iteration and the objective function
is lower bounded (greater than zero). Hence, this block coordi-
nate descent method converges to the locally optimal solution to
the optimization in (7), given the Lagrange multipliers and .

We note that, for this nonconvex cross-layer optimization,
the dual solution developed above may not satisfy the de-
sired constraints: , and

. However, we can simply de-
rive a feasible solution to the original cross-layer optimization
from the optimal dual solution.

Assuming that the cross-layer actions associated with the op-
timal dual solution , are , .
Then, satisfies the individual constraints: ,

, , . Algorithm 2 provides a method to
generate the feasible primary cross-layer solution ,

.

IV. ONLINE CROSS-LAYER OPTIMIZATION WITH INCOMPLETE

KNOWLEDGE

The cross-layer optimization formulated in Sections II
and III assumes complete a priori knowledge of the DUs’
attributes and the channel conditions. However, in real-time
applications, this knowledge is available only right before the
DUs are transmitted. Furthermore, the cross-layer optimization
algorithms based on the decomposition principles presented
in Sections II-B and III require multiple iterations (as shown
in Sections V-B and C) to converge, which may be difficult to
implement for real-time applications. To deal with the real-time
transmission scenario, we propose a low-complexity online
cross-layer optimization algorithm motivated by the decompo-
sition principles developed in Sections II-B and III.

A. Online Optimization Using Learning for Independent DUs

In this section, we consider the case in which the DUs can
be independently decoded and that the attributes and channel
conditions dynamically change over time. The random versions
of the arrival time, delay deadline, DU size, distortion impact
and channel condition are denoted by , , , , ,
respectively. We assume that both the interarrival interval (i.e.,

) and the life time (i.e., ) of the DUs are i.i.d.
The other attributes of each DU and the experienced channel
condition are also i.i.d. random variables independent of other
DUs. We further assume that the user has an infinite number
of DUs to transmit. Let . Then, the
cross-layer optimization with complete knowledge presented
in the CK-CLO problem becomes a cross-layer optimization
with incomplete knowledge (referred to as ICK-CLO) as shown
in the top equation at the bottom of the next page, where

is

(9)
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the set of feasible cross-layer actions for DU , which depends
on and . We note that the decision on the cross-layer
action is performed after knowing all the cross-layer
actions of DUs with and the realization
of . It is easy to show that the opti-
mization in the ICK-CLO problem is the same as the CK-CLO
problem (i.e., if is deterministic, the expectation operations
disappear and the minimization operations can be taken out
and put in the front of limitation) except that the ICK-CLO
problem minimizes the expected average distortion for the
infinite number of DUs over the expected average energy
constraint. However, the solution to the ICK-CLO problem is
quite different from the solution to the CK-CLO problem. The
ICK-CLO problem can be formulated as a constrained MDP
[30] problem, which is formally presented below.

1) Constrained MDP Formulation: From the assumption
presented at the beginning of Section IV-A, we note that

, , and other attribute of DU are i.i.d.
random variables. Hence, for the independently decodable
DUs, if we know the value of , the attributes and channel
conditions of all the future DUs (including DU ) are indepen-
dent of the attributes and channel conditions of previous DUs.
From the observation in Section II-B-II), we know that the
satisfies , which is further demonstrated
in Fig. 2. Hence, DU will impact the cross-layer action
selection of DU only through ETX . In other words, DU

brings forward or postpones the transmission of DU
by determining its ETX . If we define a state for DU as

, then the impact from previous DUs
is fully characterized by this state. Knowing the state , the
cross-layer optimization of DU is independent of the previous
DUs. This observation motivates us to model the cross-layer
optimization for the time-varying DUs as a constrained MDP
[30] in which the state transition from state to state is

Fig. 2. State of DU � and state transition from DU � to DU �� �.

determined only by the ETX of DU and the time DU
is ready for transmission, i.e., .

The action in this MDP formulation is the STX , ETX ,
and the action .

Similar to the dual problem presented in Section II-B, the
constrained MDP can also be solved via the dual solution [30].
The dual problem (referred to as ICK-DCLO) corresponding to
the ICK-CLO problem is given by the following optimization:

where is computed by the following optimization [see
(11) at the bottom of the page], where

and the Lagrange multiplier is
associated with the expected average resource constraint, which
is the same as the one in (1). Once the optimization in (11)
is solved, the Lagrange multiplier is then updated as follows:
see (12) at the bottom of the next page where is
the optimal cross-layer action corresponding to the Lagrange
multiplier .

Hence, in the following, we focus on the optimization in (11).
Based on the discussion at the beginning of this section, we
know that the dual function in (11) corresponds to the uncon-
strained MDP which can be solved using dynamic programming
[17]. Specifically, given the resource price , the optimal policy

(11)
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(i.e., the optimal cross-layer action at each state) for the opti-
mization in (11) satisfies the dynamic programming equation
[17], which is given by (13) at the bottom of the page where

represents the state-value function at state and the differ-
ence represents the total impact that the previous
DU impose on all the future DUs by delaying the transmission
of the next DU by seconds; is the time the current DU is
ready for transmission; and is the optimal average cost, which
is the value computed in (11). It is easy to show [31] that
is a nondecreasing convex function of because the larger the
state , the larger the delay in transmission of the future DUs,
and therefore the larger the distortion.

A well-known relative value iteration algorithm (RVIA) [17]
exists for solving the dynamic programming equation in (13),
which is given by (14) at the bottom of the page where
is the state-value function obtained at the iteration .

In the CK-CLO problem, the solution is obtained assuming
complete knowledge about the DUs’ attributes and the ex-
perienced channel conditions. Hence, in the DUCLO for the
CK-CLO problem, the impact on the neighboring DUs is
fully characterized by the scalar numbers and . The
cross-layer action selection for each DU is based on the as-
sumption that the cross-layer actions for neighboring DUs
(previous and future DUs) are fixed. However, in the ICK-CLO
problem, the cross-layer action selection for each DU is based
on the assumption that the cross-layer actions for the previous
DUs are fixed (i.e., the sate is fixed) and the future DUs (and
the cross-layer actions for them) are unknown. The impact from
the previous DUs is characterized by the state and the impact
on the future DUs is characterized by the state value function

.
2) Online Cross-Layer Optimization Using Learning: Al-

though the ICK-CLO is solved using the dual solution in (12)
and (14), it requires to know the distributions of the attributes of
DUs and the underlying channel conditions which are often dif-
ficult to accurately characterize. Instead, in this section, we de-
velop an online learning to update the state-value function

in (14) and the resource price in (12) without knowing the
distributions a priori. Assume that, before the cross-layer op-
timization for DU , the estimated state-value function and re-
source price are denoted by and . Then the cross-layer
optimization for DU is given by

(15)

which can be solved similar to the DUCLO in Section II-B since
this optimization is convex. The remaining question is how we
can choose the right price of resource and estimate the state-
value function .

We notice that is a function of the continuous state
and hence, it cannot be directly updated at each visited state
as the reinforcement learning with the discrete state space [27].
To overcome this obstacle, we use a function approximation
method similar to the work in [19] to approximate the state-
value function by a finite number of parameters. Then, instead
of updating the state-value function at each state, we update the
finite parameters of the state-value function. Specifically, the
state-value function is approximated by a linear combi-
nation of a set of feature functions:

if

o.w.
(16)

where is the parameter vector;
is a vector function with each element

being a scalar convex feature function of [19]; and is the
number of feature functions used to represent the impact func-
tion. The larger the value is, the more accurate this approxi-
mation may be. However, the large requires more memory to
store the parameter vector. We enforce the feature functions to

(12)

(13)

(14)
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Algorithm 3: Proposed online optimization using learning.

be convex in order to ensure that the approximated state value
function is still convex with respect to the state . The fea-
ture functions should be linearly independent. In general, the
state-value function may not be in the space spanned by
these feature functions. For simplicity, in this paper, we choose

as the feature functions9. Similar
to the time difference learning in [19], the parameter vector

is then updated as follows: see (17) at the bottom
of the page where satisfies , .

Similar to the price update in Section II-B, the online update
for is given as follows:

(18)

where satisfies , ,
. The update for is based on the average

consumed energy up to DU . If the average consumed energy
is greater than the budget , the resource price will increase
in order to decrease the energy consumption for next DU
transmission, and vice versa.

We should note that, in this proposed learning algorithm, the
cross-layer action of each DU is optimized based on the es-
timated state-value function and resource price after the pre-
vious DU transmission. Then the state-value function is updated
based on the current optimized result. Hence, this learning algo-
rithm does not explore the entire cross-layer action space like
the Q-learning algorithm [27] and may only converge to the
local solution. However, in the simulation section, we will show
that it can achieve the similar performance to the CK-CLO with

, which means that the proposed online learning algo-
rithm can forecast the impact of current cross-layer action on
the future DUs by updating the state-value function.

9How to select the optimal feature functions is part of our future research.

The convergence of the resource price and state-value func-
tion (to the local optimal points) can be developed based on
the function approximation [19] and the two time-scale sto-
chastic approximation [22], [32]. The key idea behind the con-
vergence proof is characterized as follows: in (17) and (18), the
updates of the state-value function and the resource price

are performed using different step sizes. The step sizes sat-
isfy , which means that the update rate of
the state-value function is faster than that of the resource price.
In other words, for each resource price, the state-value function

will approximately converge to the optimal value corre-
sponding to the current resource price since it is updated at the
faster time scale. On the other hand, from the perspective of
the state-value function, the resource price appears to be almost
constant. This two time-scale update ensures that the state-value
function and resource price converge. The algorithm for the pro-
posed online optimization using learning is illustrated in Algo-
rithm 3.

B. Online Optimization for Interdependent DUs

In this section, we consider the online cross-layer optimiza-
tion for the interdependent DUs as discussed in Section III. In
order to take into account the dependencies between DUs, we
assume that the DAG of all DUs is known a priori. This as-
sumption is reasonable since, for instance, the GOP structure in
video streaming is often fixed. When optimizing the cross-layer
action of DU , the cross-layer actions and transmis-
sion results of DUs with index have been
determined. Then, the sensitivity of DU is com-
puted, based on the current knowledge, as follows: see (19) at
the bottom of the next page where is the estimated distor-
tion impact of DU and for DU is simply set
to be 0 which means that we assume that the future DU can

(17)
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be successfully received. Similar to the online cross-layer opti-
mization for independent DUs given in Section IV-A, the online
optimization for the interdependent DUs is given as follows:

(20)

The update of the parameter vector and the resource price
is the same as in (17) and (18).

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we present our numerical results to evaluate
the proposed decomposition method and the online algorithm.

A. Models for Distortion Impact and Energy Cost Functions

In this example, we consider the proposed cross-layer opti-
mization solution to determine the optimal scheduling and en-
ergy allocation for DUs with various attributes at the application
layer transmitted over a time-varying channel at the PHY layer,
as shown in the Example in Section II-A.

In this example, the distortion impact is the realization of a
uniformly distributed random variable in the range of .
The DU size is assumed to be constant and equals 10 000
bits. The varying DU size is considered in Section V-F for video
streaming. The arrival interval is the realization of an
exponentially distributed random variable with the mean of 50
ms. The DU lifetime is 50 ms. The parameter equals
0.5. We will verify the efficiency of the proposed methods using
the model developed in this section in Sections V-B–E. We will
further consider a more realistic scenario with video streaming
in Section V-F.

B. Dual and Primal Solutions and Duality Gap for
Independent DUs

Fig. 3(a) shows the duality gap between the dual solutions
and primal solutions over 110 iterations in a setting with inde-
pendent DUs. It is shown that the duality gap goes to zero after
around 100 iterations, which demonstrates that the subgradient
algorithm developed in Section II-B converges to the optimal
total expected distortion given by the primal solutions. Fig. 3(b)
further shows that the primal and dual solutions are equivalent.

However, the subgradient method requires around 100 itera-
tions to converge to the optimal solutions, which may be hard to
implement in the real-time applications (e.g., video streaming)
since it requires a lot of computation. Hence, in Section IV, we
have developed an online algorithm which can significantly re-
duce the complexity of the cross-layer optimization (i.e., one
iteration) and only use the current available information. The
simulation results for the online algorithms are presented in
Section V-D.

C. Dual and Primal Solutions and Duality Gap for the
Interdependent DUs

Fig. 4(a) shows the duality gap between the dual solutions
and primal solutions for the interdependent DUs with .
Although the cross-layer optimization problem for the interde-
pendent DUs is not a convex optimization, it is shown here that
the duality gap in this example goes to zero after around 230
iterations, which demonstrates that the subgradient algorithm
developed in Section II-B also converges in the cross-layer op-
timization for interdependent DUs. The subgradient algorithm
for the interdependent DUs requires two types of iterations: one
is the outer iteration which updates the price of the resource
and NIFs and the other one is the inner iteration which is to
find the optimal cross-layer action for each DU given and as
shown in (10). Fig. 4(b) shows the required number of inner iter-
ations per outer iteration using the cross-layer actions obtained
in the previous outer iteration as the starting point in the current
outer iteration. It is clear that 2–6 inner iterations are required
for each outer iteration to converge to the optimal cross-layer
actions given and . Hence, the subgradient method requires
a total of 651 inner iterations, which is unacceptable for the
real-time applications (e.g., video streaming). As discussed in
Section V-B, this motivates us to develop an online algorithm
which was presented in Section IV. The simulation results for
the online algorithm are presented in Section V-E.

D. Online Cross-Layer Optimization for Independent DUs

In this simulation, we consider three cross-layer optimization
algorithms for the scenario with independent DUs. The first one
is the online cross-layer optimization for each DU proposed in
Section IV. The second performs the cross-layer optimization
every DUs by assuming complete knowledge of these

(19)
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Fig. 3. (a) Duality gap between the dual and primal solutions for independent DUs. (b) Dual and primal optimal scheduling time for independent DUs.

Fig. 4. (a) Duality gap between the dual and primal solutions for interdependent DUs. (b) Number of inner iterations per outer iterations for the cross-layer
optimization of interdependent DUs.

DUs’ attributes and underlying channel conditions (we call
this the “oracle” cross-layer optimization). The third one per-
forms the cross-layer optimization for each DU (i.e., ,
called myopic online optimization). We will refer to the trans-
mission of DUs as one cycle.

Fig. 5 depicts the distortion reduction of each cycle (one cycle
corresponds to DUs.) under various resource con-
straints for these three algorithms. From this figure, we note that,
on the one hand, the online cross-layer optimization proposed
in Section IV outperforms the myopic online optimization by
around 6% for various energy constraints because the proposed
online optimization can predict the impact on the future DUs
through the state-value function and allocate the energy for each

cycle based on the importance of DUs. On the other hand, the
“oracle” cross-layer optimization outperforms the proposed on-
line cross-layer optimization by around 4% since the “oracle”
cross-layer optimization explicitly considers the exact informa-
tion of future DUs which is not available in the online cross-
layer optimization. However, the proposed online cross-layer
optimization has the following advantages, compared to the “or-
acle” cross-layer optimization: (i) it performs the cross-layer op-
timization for each DU and updates and state-value function

for each DU without requiring multiple iterations, which
significantly reduces the computational complexity; (ii) it does
not require exact information about the future DUs’ attributes
and channel conditions.
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Fig. 5. The distortion reduction under various energy constraints for indepen-
dent DUs.

E. Online Cross-Layer Optimization for Interdependent DUs

In this simulation, we also consider three online algorithms as
described in Section V-D for the scenario with interdependent
DUs. The interdependencies (represented by a DAG) are gen-
erated randomly every 10 DUs. The interdependency between
DUs happens only within one cycle [for instance, a cycle could
represent one group of pictures (GOP) of the video sequences].
Fig. 6 shows the distortion reduction of each cycle under var-
ious energy constraints. From this figure, we note that, for inter-
dependent DUs, our proposed online cross-layer optimization
can significantly improve the performance (more than 28% in-
creased) compared to the myopic online optimization, and has
similar performance as the “oracle” cross-layer optimization.
We further show the distortion reduction and energy allocation
for each cycle when the average energy constraint is 10 (i.e.,

) in Fig. 7. From this figure, we observe that, after the
initial learning stage (about 30 cycles), our proposed online so-
lution achieves the similar performance to the “oracle” solution.
We will also verify this observation in a more realistic scenario
which is presented in Section V-F. The reason that our proposed
solution can have similar performance to the “oracle” solution is
as follows: for the interdependent DUs, the amount of the distor-
tion reduction is mainly determined by the important DUs (on
which many other DUs depend on) and our solution can ensure
that more important DUs are successfully transmitted by allo-
cating more energy to them.

F. Online Cross-Layer Optimization for Video Streaming

In this simulation, we consider a communication scenario in
which the wireless user streams the video sequence “Foreman”
or “Coastguard” (CIF resolution, 30 Hz) over the time-varying
wireless channel. For the compression of the video sequence,
we used a scalable video coding scheme [25]. Such scalable
video compression is attractive for wireless streaming applica-
tions because it provides on-the-fly adaptation to channel con-
ditions, support for a variety of wireless receivers with different

Fig. 6. Distortion reduction under various energy constraint for interdependent
DUs.

Fig. 7. (a) Distortion reduction. (b) Average energy consumption for each
cycle.

resource capabilities and power constraints, and easy prioriti-
zation of various coding layers and video packets. We com-
pare four different cross-layer optimization methods: “oracle”
cross-layer optimization with (i.e., cross-layer optimiza-
tion with complete knowledge), cross-layer optimization given
constant channel conditions, myopic online optimization, and
the proposed online optimization. The cross-layer optimization
given constant channel conditions is performed similarly to the
“oracle” cross-layer optimization, but assuming that the video
data experiences a constant channel condition, which is similar
to [15]. Fig. 8 shows the received video quality in terms of peak
signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) under various energy constraints
for both the “Foreman” and “Coastguard” sequences. From this
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Fig. 8. Video quality (PSNR) under various energy constraints for different cross-layer optimization methods for (a) “Foreman.” (b) “Coastguard.”

figure, we note that our proposed online optimization outper-
forms the myopic cross-layer optimization on average by around
3 dB for “Foreman” and 2 dB for “Coastguard,” and outperforms
the cross-layer optimization with constant channel on average
by around 5 dB for both “Foreman” and “Coastguard.” We fur-
ther note that, for lower energy budgets (e.g., ), our pro-
posed online optimization achieves around 2 dB lower perfor-
mance than the “oracle” cross-layer optimization. However, as
the budget is increased, our proposed solution can achieve sim-
ilar video quality (less than 0.5 dB)10 as indicated in Section E.

Fig. 9 further depicts how the received video quality in terms
of PSNR changes over time for the “Coastguard” sequence with
the energy budget . From this figure, we note that
our proposed online cross-layer optimization can improve the
video quality over time through the learning procedure. The
achieved video quality in our solution is much smoother (i.e., the
PSNRs of all the frames do not vary dramatically) compared to
the myopic case and the cross-layer optimization given constant
channel conditions, thereby improving the visual experience of
the user. Interestingly, we note that our proposed online opti-
mization achieves a higher PSNR than the “oracle” method for
the frames indexed from 250–260. This is because the “oracle”
method performs the cross-layer optimization for every
DUs [corresponding to one group of pictures (GOP)] without
considering the mutual impact among different GOPs. This im-
pact is due to the fact that all the DUs share the same energy
constraint. However, our proposed online optimization system-
atically learns the impact of the current cross-layer action on all
the future DUs through the state value function . In other
words, our proposed approach optimizes the current cross-layer
action as in (20) by considering the impact on not only the DUs
in the same GOP but also the DUs from future GOPs.

10Note that it is well known that performance improvement less than 0.5 dB
is often invisible. However, 1 dB performance improvement is visible for any
observer and 2 dB or more results in significantly visible performance improve-
ments.

Fig. 9. PSNR for the video sequence “Coastguard” under four cross-layer op-
timization methods.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we consider the problem of cross-layer opti-
mization for delay-sensitive applications, and we develop de-
composition principles that guarantee the optimal performance
of the application while requiring the necessary message ex-
changes between neighboring DUs. To account for the unknown
and dynamic characteristics of real-time delay-sensitive appli-
cations, we further propose an efficient online cross-layer opti-
mization with low complexity, which can be used for live events
(e.g., real-time encoding and streaming of ongoing events, video
conferencing, etc.), when the encoding is done in real-time and
the wireless user does not have a priori information about future
application data and channel conditions.
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